Characterisation of hidden defects using the near-field ultrasonic enhancement of Lamb waves.
Defects that propagate from the inside of a structure can be difficult to detect by traditional non-destructive inspection methods. A non-contact inspection method is presented here that uses the near-field interactions of ultrasonic Lamb waves to detect defects propagating into a 1.5 mm thick aluminium sheet from the opposite side to that which is inspected. Near-field interactions of the S0 Lamb waves with the defects are shown to give rise to a characteristic increase in the wave magnitude, which is used to position and characterise these hidden defects. It is shown that such defects are difficult to detect from a study of their influence on ultrasonic transmission alone. Single defects of different depths, and systems of multiple defects with varying separations and relative depths, are successfully detected in both experimental trials and FEM simulations. Reliable single defect detection is achieved for defects with a minimum depth of 30% of the plate thickness, and resolution of multiple defects is achieved for defect separations of 5mm.